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COMPLETE LIFTS OF CONNECTIONS 
AND STOCHASTIC JACOBI FIELDS 
By M. ARNAUDON and A. THALMAIER 
ABSTRACT. - Differentiable families of V-martingales on manifolds are investigated: their infinitesimal variation 
provides a notion of stochastic Jacobi fields. Such objects are known [2] to be martingales taking values in 
the tangent bundle when the latter is equipped with the complete lift of the connection V. We discuss various 
characterizations of TM-valued martingales. When applied to specific families of V-martingales which appear in 
connection with the heat flow for maps between Riemannian manifolds, our results allow to establish formulas 
giving a stochastic representation for the differential of solutions to the nonlinear heat equation. As an application, 
we prove local and global gradient estimates for harmonic maps of bounded dilatation. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
1. Introduction 
Let M be a smooth manifold endowed with a connection V. The tangent bundle 
TM inherits a connection V’, the complete lift of V (see [31]), which appears naturally 
when dealing with variations of V-martingales: The derivative of an M-valued martingale 
depending differentiably on a parameter (with respect to uniform convergence in probability 
on compact sets) is a TM-valued V/-martingale (see [2]). This connection on TM has the 
property that its geodesics are the Jacobi fields on M with respect to V. 
In a certain sense, the stochastic analogue to geodesics on a manifold M with a 
connection V is constituted by the class of M-valued V-martingales. Their infinitesimal 
variations define a notion of stochastic Jacobi fields in the same way as variations of 
geodesics in classical differential geometry lead to the class of (deterministic) Jacobi fields. 
Let Mart(M, V) denote the set of M-valued V-martingales defined on a given filtered 
probability space (0, (Ft)tE~S, P). It is shown in [2] that on Mart(M, 0) the so- 
called topology of semimartingales coincides with the topology of uniform convergence 
in probability on compact intervals. Furthermore [2], if an M-valued continuous 
semimartingale depends on a parameter a in a differentiable manner (with respect to 
the topology of semimartingales) then also its anti-development depends differentiably on 
o; the same is true for horizontal lifts to initial conditions varying C1 in probability in 
the parameter a. Moreover, the operations of taking anti-developments and horizontal lifts 
commute with differentiation if the tangent bundle TM is endowed with the complete 
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lift V’ of the connection V on ASf. See Bismut [3], Meyer 1241 for background on 
semimartingales taking values in vector bundles. 
Vector fields on the path space of M-valued Brownian motion or continuous 
semimartingales have attracted the attention of many authors, e.g. [7], [ 141, [ 171, [ 131, [.5], 
[20]. Recently, T. Lyons and Z.-M. Qian 1211 studied vector fields along semimartingales 
obtained by varying a metric connection. In this paper we characterize variational fields 
of M-valued semimartingales which give rise to martingales in TM with respect to 
canonically lifted connections. As observed in [2], smooth variations of M-valued V- 
martingales lead to V’-martingales in TM, and under mild regularity assumptions, all 
V’-martingales on TM are obtained in this way. 
Canonical examples for differentiable families of martingales on Riemannian manifolds 
are of the form u(X, (u))~~~~ where u : A!f -+ N is a harmonic map, or more generally, 
of the form ~(t-. ,X, (u))~~&I where *IL : [0, t] x &’ -+ N is a smooth solution to the 
nonlinear heat equation; in both cases X.((L) is a BM(M, g) starting from a at time t = 0. 
When specialized to such situations, our results lead to stochastic representations for the 
differential of U, extending well-known derivative formulae from the linear case N = Iw’” 
to general targets. 
When applied to the nonlinear heat equation, the corresponding Jacobi fields allow to 
establish differentiation formulas which are appropriate tools for a priori estimates of the 
harmonic heat flow. We exemplify our methods by proving explicit gradient estimates for 
harmonic maps of bounded dilatation. Well-known Liouville type theorems follow directly 
as corollaries from these estimates. 
2. Complete lifts of connections on the frame bundle 
We shall exploit the following fact (see [25]): If 7r : P -+ A4 is a principal fibre bundle 
with structure group G, then, in a natural way, Tn : TP --$ TM is a principal fibre bundle 
with structure group TG. Note that the tangent bundle TG of a Lie group G is a Lie group 
by the tangent operation on TG as group multiplication. Moreover, each G-connection 
on 7r : P + M lifts in a canonical way to a TG-connection on Tr : TP -+ TM. The 
complete lift of a linear connection on M to its tangent bundle TM, as described in [31], 
derives naturally from this construction in the case of the frame bundle T : L(M) -+ M 
with G = GL(m, W). We start with a brief sketch of these concepts to fix the notation 
and to clarify the setting. 
A G-connection on a principal fibre bundle 7r : P -+ M with structure group G is 
most concisely described as a G-invariant splitting h of the following exact sequence of 
vector bundles over P: 
(2.1) 
TOME77-1998-N"3 
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i.e., TX o h = id and (TR,)h = h for all g E G, where R, is the right action of g on P. 
Such a splitting induces a G-invariant decomposition 
TP = kerT7r $ h(r*TM) z V @ H 
of TP in a vertical and a horizontal subbundle. From this point of view, a G-connection 
is a selection of a horizontal space H, at each u E P in a G-invariant way, i.e., 
H,., = (T,,R,)Hu for all g E G. According to TP = V $ H, vector fields X E r(TP) 
are decomposed as X = Xvrrt + Xhor. The bundle isomorphism 
(2.2) 
is the horizontal lift of the G-connection (see [19]). Note that each u E P defines an 
embedding I,: G -P P, g H u . g, and thus, via the differential of 1, at e E G, 
(2.3) 
a canonical identification K,,: 5 r Vu of the Lie algebra 5 = T,G with the vertical fibre 
I;, = {U E T,P: (Tr)v = 0) at u; in particular, ker TT = P x 8. 
A G-invariant splitting of (2.1) may equivalently be expressed in terms of a bundle 
homomorphism w : TP -+ ker TX such that i;r o L = id, and by this way, W = (pr,, w) with 
pr, : TP -+ P canonically, it defines an equivariant B-valued l-form w E I’(T*P @ g) 
on P, the connection l-form on P: 
(2.4) w,(X,,) = K;~(X”~~~)~~, X E I’(TP). 
In these terms, G-invariance of the splitting translates to equivariance of w, i.e. 
Riw = Ad(g-l)w for all g E G. 
If P is a subbundle of the frame bundle L(M), then a canonical trivialization of TP over 
P is given as follows: The horizontal subbundle H is trivialized by the standard-horizontal 
vector fields L i:. . . , L, E r(TP) with Li(u) = h,(ue;), the vertical subbundle V by the 
standard-vertical vector fields a E I’(TP) defined in (2.3), where A runs through a basis 
of 5, see [19]. In this situation, we have canonically TP = P x W” x 5. 
We now specialize to the case of the frame bundle QT : L(M) + M over a manifold 
M with structure group GL(m, Iw). Linear connections on M uniquely correspond to 
GL(m, IW)-connections on L(M). By definition, see [19], a G-structure on M where G is 
a Lie subgroup of GL(m, W) is a reduction of the structure group GL(m, W) of L(M) to 
G. This paper relies on the following construction: To each G-structure on M there is an 
associated G’-structure on TM where G’ is a certain subgroup of GL(2m, R). Moreover, 
if r : P -+ M is a G-structure on M and r’ : P’ --f TM the induced G/-structure on TM, 
then G-connections on P naturally lift to G/-connections on P’. Roughly speaking, these 
lifts are obtained by differentiating all maps in (2.1). To give a more precise formulation, 
the following Lemma is needed. 
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LEMMA 2.1. - There is a natural injection oAi: T(L(M)) ct L(TM) as hollows: Given 
the GL(m, R)-principal bundle 7r : L(M) -+ M and the GL(2m, IW)-principal bundle 
ii : L(TM) -+ TM, then there exists an embedding l,17L: TGL(m, R) c-, GL(2m. R) and u 
bundle homomorphism LAG of T(L(M)) into L(TM) such that both 
TL(M) 
( ,A, 
- L(TM) 
(2.5) ‘T7r 
1 1 
ii 
TM id TM 
and 
TL(M) x TGL(m, R) - TL(M) 
(2.6) (L.M ,17,,) 1 1 
1 ni 
L(TM) x GL(2m,R) + L(TM) 
are commutative diagrams. 
Proof. - We sketch the construction for further reference, see [25] for details. First, 
TGL(m, R) is considered as a Lie subgroup of GL(2m, W) in the usual way: If 
p : GL(m,R) x R” + IlP denotes the natural operation of GL(m, R) on R”, then 
TGL(m,,R) operates on TW = If%” $ R” by the tangent operation 
Tp : TGL(m, R) x TW” --+ TW”. 
Elements Y E TGL(m, W) may be represented as Y z (g, A) with g E GL(ml R) and 
A E gl (m, R) such that Y = (R,),A E T,GL(m, U’S) where Rg denotes right translation 
by g in GL(m, R). Then, the tangent operation of TGL(m, R) on R” @ R” is given by 
Y . (5: v) = (gz, Agz + gv) for (:L, U) E R” $ R”. In these terms: 
Lm(Y) := 
The injection L&I: TL(M) q L(TM) is most easily described relying on local 
trivializations. For a fixed coordinate neighbourhood V in M, with the notation 
L(M)/V = L(V) and TL(M)/TV = TL(V), we have 
qq,-: L(V) 1 V x GL(m, R) 
and Tq~v: TL(V) 1 TV x TGL(m,R); in the same way, 
&: L(TV) 7 TV x GL(2m,W). 
The embedding L~I restricted to TL(V) is given as composition of the following maps: 
WV) 2 TV x TGL(m, R) ---+ TV x GL(2m, W) A L(TV). 
(ih,,) 4;’ 
The fact that cpv and 4~ are constructed with the same trivialization provides the intrinsic 
nature of LM. The claimed commutativity is an immediate consequence of the described 
construction. Cl 
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Notation 2.2. - For a differentiable manifold F let SF : TTF -+ TTF be the canonical 
isomorphism which makes the following diagram commutative: 
TTF = TTF 
(2.7) 
where pr, and prTF are the projections TF -+ F, resp. T(TF) -+ TF. In explicit terms, 
the isomorphism SF is described as follows: if ‘u = &&z(t, u) for some smooth map 
(2,n) H ~@,a) E F, then SF(v) = &&z(t,u). 
Remark 2.3. - The canonical embedding LAG : TL(M) + L(TM) in diagram (2.5) 
may equivalently be described as follows: Let W = $0) E TL(M) for some smooth 
curve a t--+ U(U) E L(M), and w = b(0) E TW”” = R”” $ IF!” for some smooth curve 
a H b(a) E W”, then 
LAl(W)W = sl&b)~(0)), 
where sLIf : TTM -+ TTM is given by (2.7). 
DEFINITION 2.4. - Let G be a Lie subgroup of GL(m, R) and G’ = L,(TG) E TG 
the corresponding Lie subgroup of GL(2m, R). Let rr : P + M be a G-structure on M. 
We denote by 7r’ the restriction of the projection ir : L(TM) 4 TM to the subbundle 
P’ := L&~(TP) of L(TM). Then 7r’ : P’ -+ TM provides a G’-structure on TM, the 
canonical lift of the G-structure P on M to the tangent bundle TM. 
Remark 2.5. - Let n : P --f M be a G-structure on M where G is a Lie subgroup of 
GL(m, R), and let rr’ : P’ -+ TM be the induced G/-structure on TM. Assume there is a 
G-connection on P splitting the following sequence of vector bundles over P: 
(2.8) 
O---+Pxg- TP -% 7r’TM - 0, 
k 
‘\.---,’ 
,I 
a=(Prp,w) 
defining a connection l-form w E I’(T*P @ g) on P. Differentiation of (2.8) gives a 
C-connection on P’ via: 7 
0 d TPxTg sp”TL, TTP -=% (Tr)*TTM - 0 
(2.9) (LM 9 TL,,, 0%) 2 1 
TLM 1 
I. 1 2 
0 B P’ x g’ B TP’ Td > (d)*TTM - 0, 
where the isomorphisms sp : TTP + TTP and sG : TTG -+ TTG are defined by (2.7). 
Note that the elements of Tg are vertical in TTG, hence SG maps Tg to ToTG where 
0 E T,G E g, and obviously ToTG is mapped to g’ = TIG’ under TL,. The first line in 
(2.9) is a sequence of vector bundles over TP, the second over P’. 
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From (2.9) we can see that each G-invariant splitting of (2.X) gives rise to a natural 
G/-connection on P’ which is usually called complete lift of the G-connection on P to P’, 
e.g. [4]. The following lemma summarizes its main properties. 
LEMMA 2.6 (Characterizations of the complete lift). - Let 7r : P -+ M be a G-structure 
on M where G is a Lie subgroup of GL(rr/,; W) und let 7r’ : P’ + TM be the induced 
G’structure on TM. The complete ltft to P’ of a G-connection on P is the G’-connection 
on P’ which is characterized as follows: 
(i) Its connection l-form w’ E I‘(T*P’ @ g’) is determined by 
(2.10) cjlw’ = TI.,, o<!GoTwo.sp, 
where w E I’(T* P @ 8) is the connection l-form on P and Tw the differential of w when 
considered as a mapping w : TP -+ g. In other words, w’ o TLA~ and T(L, o w) agree 
up to canonical identiJication. 
(ii) Its horizontal lift h’ : (n’)*TTM ---i TP’ is determined by the horizontal lift 
h, : #TM --+ TP of the connection on P via 
(2.11) c;; 11,’ = T I,~\~ o sp o Th, o snl. 
where (l,;:h’)u = h: ,~ c1LI jbr u E TP. 
(iii) The splitting of TP’ in a vertical and a horizontal subbundle over P’ is given 
by TP’ = (TL*[ o sp)(TV) ~3 (T L,~~ o sp)(TH) = V’ ~4 H’ if TP = V CB H is the 
corresponding splitting of TP over P. 
In addition, if19 E I’(T*P @I W’) d enotes the canonical l-form of the connection on P, 
(2.12) ti,,(X,) = c~(T,J)X?,, u E P, X E r(TP), 
then the canonical l-form ~9’ E I’(T*P’ ~3 TR’“) qf the induced connection on P’ is 
determined by 
(2.13) 11;~ r9’ = TIP o s p. 
where T?9 is the diflerential qf B when considered as mapping ~9 : TP -+ R’“. 
In this paper we are mainly interested in the following two cases: 
(i) The frame bundle 7r : L(M) --t M over a manifold M with structure group 
GL(m, R), and its canonical lift to a TGL(m, R)-structure z-’ : L’(M) -+ TM on TM. 
(ii) The orthonormal frame bundle x : O(M) --+ M over a Riemannian manifold (M; 9) 
with structure group O(m), and its canonical lift to a TO(m)-structure 7r’ : O’(M) -+ TM 
on TM. 
Let again r : P -+ M be a G-structure on M equipped with a G-connection, where G is a 
certain Lie subgroup of GL(m, Iw), e.g. G = GL( m, Iw) itself or G = O(m) corresponding 
to P = L(M), resp. P = O(M). Each G-connection on P induces a linear connection 
on M, i.e. a connection in the vector bundle E = TM, splitting the exact sequence of 
vector bundles over TM, 
(2.14) 
TP 
Q---+p*E-+TE- p*TM ---+ 0; 
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with p : E --+ M denoting the canonical projection. In explicit terms, the decomposition 
(2.15) TE = p*E CB H(E) 3 V(E) $ N(E) 
in the vertical and horizontal subbundle is given as follows: Let e E E and choose 
u E PACT,. Note that u t = e for precisely one < E I@““. Reading < as a map < : P + E, 
we consider its differential T,,[ at U. Then, induced from the splitting TP = V CB H 
of TP, we have 
(2.16) 
where H,(E) is the image of H,, under T,,<. The corresponding covariant derivative V 
is given by 
with prvCE) denoting the projection of TE onto V(E) 5 p*E. 
In the same way, each G/-connection on P’ induces a linear connection on TM, i.e. 
a connection in the vector bundle E’ = TE = TTM over E = TM. The splitting 
TE’ = V’(E) $ H’(E) over E’ again is essentially given by taking tangent spaces in 
(2.15), i.e. TE’ = SE(TV(E)) ~3 s~(Tfl(E)) with SE : TTE -+ TTE defined by (2.7). 
The corresponding covariant derivative V’ is characterized by the following property: For 
a vector field X E I’(TM) on M denote by X’ E I’(TTM) its complete lift to TM, 
i.e., X’ = sM TX. Then 
Vk,Y’ = pr sE(Tl-(E))TY’X’ = (pr17(E)TYX)’ = (VYY)‘, 
in accordance with the definition in [31]. The covariant derivative 8’ is called the 
complete l$t of V to TM. 
3. Differentiable families of semimartingales 
In this section we consider again P = L(M), resp. P = O(M), with structure group 
G = GL(m, W), resp. G = O(m), more generally, P may be a G-structure on M where 
G is a certain Lie subgroup of GL(m, BB). In either case, we suppose that 7r : P --+ M is 
endowed with a G-connection. As explained in the previous section, we have a covariant 
derivative V on M and its complete lift V’ on TM. 
Let X be a continuous M-valued semimartingale. Recall that, by definition, a P-valued 
semimartingale U is a horizontal lift of X if 7r o U = X and .Lr, w = 0, almost surely; 
here Jb w = s w(W) denotes the (Stratonovich) integral of the connection l-form w along 
U. Furthermore, the anti-development A(X) of X takes values in Ts,M and is given by 
d(X) = U&9 h w ere U is a horizontal lift of X. Each horizontal lift U of X is uniquely 
determined by its initial value Uo, the parallel transport //a,+ = U.OU;~ : Tax, M -+ T.y. M 
along X. is consequently independent of the choice of Uo, and so is the anti-development 
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A(X) of X (see [8], [12] for details); ,I;, r3 = J rY(hU) itself will be called anti-development 
of X into Iw” with initial frame Ii,,. 
Now consider families (X(U)),,~J of continuous semimartingales on M, differentiable 
(i.e. Cl) in the topology of semimartingales. The index set I is allowed to be an 
arbitrary differentiable manifold. As shown in 121, on the set of continuous martingales this 
topology coincides with the topology of compact convergence in probability. We denote by 
X’ E TX the family (X’(v)) ,,E~I of TM-valued semimartingales where X’(v) := (T,,X)71 
if u E T,I. The following theorem adapts a similar result obtained in [2]. 
THEOREM 3.1. -Let (X(a))aEI be u C1:family of continuous semimartingales on M (for 
simplicity, each with injinite lifetime), and let U(n,) be a horizontal lift of X(n) to P such 
that a H Use is C1 in probability. 
(i) Then I% t-+ U(a) is C1 in the topology of semimartingales, and [J’ = cn[TlJ is the 
horizontal lift of TX to P with lJh = c,jITUo. 
(ii) IfZ(u) = A(X(a)) ‘. I IJ t ze anti-development of X(a), then II c--i Z( CL) is C1 in the 
topology of semimartingales. Moreover, for II E TI, denoting by Z’(V) = A’(TX(V)) the 
anti-development of TX(v) (with respect to complete lift of the connection to P’), we get 
Z’(7)) = s,v(TZ)v, in other words, 
A’(TX) = s,,[TA(X). 
where snl : TTM + TTM is the isomorphism dejned by diagram (2.7). 
Proof. - The fact that n H U(a) and a H Z(a) are C1 in the topology of semimartingales 
follows from [2]. We check the claimed identities. 
i) Here it is enough to show that U’ is above TX, i.e., 7r’ o U’ = TX, and horizontal, 
i.e., w’(SU’) = 0. But 7r’ o U’ = 77 o I/’ = ir o /,A1 o TU = T7r o TU = T(x o II) = TX. On 
the other hand, since w(SU) = 0, we get by differentiation, 0 = (Tw o sp)(aTU), and thus 
w’(hU’) = w’(?‘/,,~~ hTU) = (TL,,, o sG o Tw o sp)(6TU) = 0. 
ii) Let g(a) = J’ ~9(6U(a)) be the anti-development of X(n) into R’” with initial frame 
U”(a). Since by definition of /,zf~ (see Remark 2.3) 
it suffices to verify that 
(3.1) 
where Z’(U) = /S’(SU’(u)) is the anti-development of TX(V) into R” $ Iw”” with 
initial frame U;(u). But, using the explicit form of 6 given in (2.13), we immediately 
get T (G(W)) = (T19 o s@(TU)) = (19’ o TL&Y(TU)) = 19’(6(/jfi1TU)) = #@U’) 
which concludes the proof. 0 
We give P a linear connection 0 which has the following property: If ?/a,+ is the 
parallel transport with respect to 0 along a curve t H I in P, and //a,. the parallel 
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transport with respect to V along t H z(t) = T(u(~)) in M, then the following diagram 
is supposed to commute: 
Hum 
IL ) H 
u(t) 
(3.2) h”(O) s T s L(l), T 
Tz(o)M 7 Tz(t)M 
0-t 
where H c TP denotes the horizontal subbundle. Note that, for instance, the canonical 
flat connection Vflat on P, induced by the trivialization of TP over P: 
TP = H $ V = span{&, . . . . L,} $ span{i : A E basis of g}, 
i.e., V’“tY = xi X(a”)Li + Ci,j X(b”j)& if Y = Ci aiL; + Ci,j bijA;j E I’(TP), 
has property (3.2). Also the horizontal lift Vh of V to P (see [4]) satisfies (3.2). It is 
easily checked that (3.2) is equivalent to 
?stLYh = (VxY)” for X,Y E I’(TM), 
where Xh E I’(TP), Xt = h,(X,(,)), u E P, is the horizontal lift of X to P. Given a 
linear connection V on P with property (3.2), it is immediately seen that the horizontal lift 
IJ to P of a V-martingale X on M is a V-martingale on P: Indeed, for the corresponding 
anti-developments we have 
-ax(X)(U) = hl,(JqX)). 
I&the same way, replacing the roles of M, V, H by TM, V’, H’, we give P’ a connection 
0’ which satisfies the analogous property to (3.2). 
COROLLARY 3.2. - Let M be a manifold with a linear connection V and (X(U))~~~ a 
family of M-valued continuous semimartingales, C1 in the topology of semimartingales. 
Let a H Uo(a) E P be C1 in probability such that r(Uo(a)) = X(a). Let (U(c~))~~t 
be the horizontal lifts of (X(U))~~I to P, and (Z(a))aEl the antidevelopments. As in 
Theorem (3.1), consider the families X’(V),~TI on TM, U’(U),~~I on P’ and Z’(~t),~~t 
on TTM. In this situation the following constructions commute: 
(3.3) 
LMOT 
u - U’ 
h.1. 
T 1 
h.1. 
xt T XX', 
I A A' I 2-t sMoT z’ 
where h.1. stands for the horizontal lift to P induced by 0, resp. to P’ induced by V’. In 
addition, if one of the families in (3.3) consists of martingales (with respect to the specified 
connection) then already all others are martingales. 
Note that each family in (3.3) allows to construct the whole diagram. 
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4. Stochastic Jacobi fields 
We begin by studying TM-valued semimartingales which are martingales, either with 
respect to the horizontal lift V” or with respect to the complete lift V’ of a connection V on 
M. Recall that the horizontal lift Vh of V is the linear connection on TM determined by 
the following condition [31]: If t H J(t) is a curve in TM, and t H X(t) = r(J(t)) the 
projection to M, then the parallel transport //i,+W along J (with respect to Vh) of a vector 
W E Ijl(o)TM (with decomposition W = WvPrt $ Whor In TJ(o)TM = VI(O) @ HI(O)) 
is given by 
(4.1) //p = ‘J(t) O //o,t 0 (‘~.l(o))-wvrrt) @ G(t) O //“.t 0 K(“))rw”“‘) 
where v: n*TM 2 V and h": n*TM 1 H denote vertical, resp. horizontal lift, and //().. 
parallel transport on TM along t -+ X(t). 
For any vector field A E I’(X*TM) on M along t H X(t) with covariant derivative 
(4.2) VDA 5 //,,,.& //,; A - ~$(k’~~+). 
let Ah, A” E I’(J*TTM) denote the corresponding horizontally, resp. vertically lifted 
vector field on TM along t H J(t). The following formulae for the covariant derivatives 
with respect to Vh are immediate from (4.1) 
(4.3) .;A” = (&,A)“, V;A” = (VDA)“. 
For vector fields A,B E I’(TM), we get the usual formulae, appearing as definition in 
[31] II (7.3), 
(4.4) @uB” = 0, F’$ Bh = O> $1 B” = (VAB)“, ?:“i,Bh = (V,B)h. 
where Ah, A”, Bh, B” E I’(TTM) denote the horizontal, resp. vertical lifts of A, B. Note 
however that in [31] the splitting 
TTM = V(TM) @ H(TM) 
in the vertical and horizontal subbundle, which appears in (4.1), is taken with respect to 
the adjoint connection 
(4.5) pAB := VBA + [A, B] = VAB - T”“(A, B): A, B E II’( 
where T” is the torsion tensor on M. For C E r(T*M @ TM), let yC E I’(TTM) be 
defined via (yC)(,,,) = v, (CZ(u)) for all u E T,M. Then, the horizontal lift of a vector 
field A as defined in [31] p. 87, corresponds to Ah - yT”( *, A) in our notation. This leads 
to slightly different formulae in case of connections with torsion. The following formulae, 
relating complete and horizontal lift of a connection to each other, will be crucial for our 
purpose, see [31] II (7.1) and (7.2): 
(4.6) 
Vl,, B” = 0, Va,> B” = T”(A, B)“, Vl,,, B” = (VAB)“, 
V&Bh = (VAB)~ +r(R”(*,A)B+ (V4T”)(*, B)). 
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for vector fields A, B E S(TM). Here TM and R” denote the torsion, resp. curvature 
tensor of the connection V. In particular, one has 
Va. B” - Vi,, B” = V;b B” - Vi,> B” = Q? 
WI Vl,, Bh - Vi,, Bh = T*‘(A, B)“, 
V;,,Bh - V;,, Bh = y(R”( *, A)B + (VA4TM)( *, B)). 
Similarly, for vector fields A E I’(X*TM) on M along a curve t I--+ X(t), we get for the 
lifted fields A”, Ah along J with 7r o J = X the formulae: 
(4.g) 
V;A” = (DoA)“, 
V;Ah = (VDA)h+~J(R”(J,X)A+Vo(T”‘(J,A)) -T”(J&A)), 
hence, by means of VD(TM(J,A)) = (VDT~)(J,A) +T”(VoJ,A) +T”(J,VoA), 
V,A” - V,A” = 0, 
(4.9) 
V’ Ah - VhAh = D D w(R”(J,X)A+ (VoT”)(J,A) +T”(VDJ,A)). 
Following Emery [12], if V is a connection on M, the It6 differential dvX of a 
continuous semimartingale X on A4 can be written as the projection F”(DX) of the 
second order differential DX under the canonical projection F” : TM -+ TM, 
FL= 
{ 
L for L = A E I’(TM), 
$ (DAB + VBA + [A, B]) for L = AB with A, B E I’(TM). 
In this way, each connection V on M gives rise to a splitting of the following exact 
sequence of vector bundles over M: 
(4.10) 
0 - TM L TM 
*, F /’ ‘.--/’ 
- TMOTM b 0, 
here L is the canonical inclusion of TM in rM, and TM 0 TM the symmetrical tensor 
product. 
LEMMA 4.1. - Let J be a semimartingale with values in TM and X = 7r o J its 
projection to M. Then 
dV’J = dvhJ + ; vJ (R”( J, dX)dX + VT”(dX, J, dX) + T” (//,,,d//,; J, dX)), 
where vJt : TX, M -+ TJ,TM denotes the vertical lift. The covariant derivative 
VT” E I’(T*M@‘@TM) of the torsion TM ’ zsgiven by VT”(A, B, C) = (VAT~)(B, C) 
for A, B, C E I’(TM). 
Proof. - To calculate the difference F”’ - FV” it is sufficient to consider 
(F”’ - F”“) J(0) and (Fv’ - F”“) j(O) 
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where J is a smooth curve in TM. Clearly (FY’ - FCI’ ) .i(O) = 0. For the second term. 
we have by definition 
(F”’ - F@) ,ir(O) = ((Vl, - V;)j)(O). 
By decomposing j according to j = h,:(2) + v,(VD J), we conclude from (4.9) 
which implies the claimed formula. 0 
THEOREM 4.2. - Let J be a TM-valued semimartingale and X = r a J. The 
antidevelopment Ah(J) of ,J with respect to Vh is given by 
(4.11) Ah(J) = “; (4X)) + UA, (//,i J - Jo) > 
using the canonical identijication T,,,, TM E HJ, $ V& Z T*Y, M $ T-y0 M via horizontal 
li$t h; : T.y, M + H.I, and vertical lift ‘u Jo : T*y, M + V’,“. 
Proof. - Let w E TJ,TM. By (4.1), //,“,, w = hx o //O,t o (hx)-‘ui if w E HJ,, and 
//;,, w = vJt ’ //o,t ’ ho)-1 w if w E VJO (indeed, for this, we may assume that J is 
just a smooth path, the claim is then equivalent to (4.1)). Further note that 2 := A’“(J) 
is determined by the following Stratonovich equation 
(4.12) 62 = (//;,,)-‘6J. 2, = 0 E TJ,TM 
(with the identification of T,,TM and its tangent space). This gives in particular 
(4.13) 6 ( vUJ”lZL’ert) = Vi]’ (//oh,,)-‘(6J)““” = //,; u;~(&J)“~~~. 
On the other hand, (4.2) extends to continuous semimartingales J as 
/‘/,,.S (//ii J) = v;$5J)“? 
Thus //ii J - Jo and uUJ~‘(Z~‘~~~) satisfy the same stochastic differential equation with 
identical starting points, so that they are equal. In the same way, we conclude from (4.12) 
6 ((h;)-‘Zhor) = (hx)-l(//;,,)-l(GJ)h”’ = //0,~(h~)-1(6’.J)h0’ 
But (h~)-‘(6.J)hor = SX, since for a vector u E TjTM, j E TM, 
(h,O)-‘(uh”‘) = n,(u) 
with rr : TM -+ M the canonical projection. Hence, also d(X) and (hx)-‘(Zhor) satisfy 
the same stochastic differential equation with identical starting points, they are consequently 
equal. 0 
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Remark 4.3. - Let .I be a semimartingale taking values in TM. We denote by D J the 
covariant differential of J, i.e., DJ = //c,+d(//iiJ) where //c,. is parallel translation 
along 7r o J. (Note that this notion is consistent with the notation Vo ZE g commonly 
used in classical differential geometry.) Instead of Stratonovich equation (4.12) the 
anti-development 2 := Ah(J) of .I can also be characterized by means of an It8 equation: 
(4.14) dZ = (//;.)-’ d”‘:J, 2, = 0 E TJ,TM. 
Analogous to (4.13), this equation gives 
(4.15) d (wJ~~Z”~~~) = //,: wJ1 (dVhJ)“.rt. 
Combining (4.15) with d (//ii J) = d (,u;~‘Z”~~~), we see that DJ is the projection of the 
vertical part of dOhJ, in other words, D J = u;l(dv’J)vrrt. 
COROLLARY 4.4. - Let M be a manifold endowed with a connection V. Let J be a 
continuous semimartingale with values in TM. Then J is a Vh-martingale on TM if and 
only (f 
(i) X = r o J is a V-martingale on M and 
(ii) d (//i,i J) g 0 
where g denotes equality modulo diflerentials of local martingales and /I,,, parallel 
translation on M along X. 
Proof. - The claim follows immediately from Theorem 4.2. cl 
THEOREM 4.5. - Let .J be a TM-valued semimartingale and X = T o .I. The 
antidevelopment d’(J) of J with respect to V’ is given by 
4.J) = hyO (4X)) + uu.~o 
.I’ 
cj’ii;:rA’(Js>W - T”(Jo,A(X)) 
where T”’ R”’ is the torsion, resp. curvature tensor of the connection V on M. Thus, the 
difference between A’(J) and Ah ( CJ) ’ ts vertical and coincides with the vertical lift of 
.I’ o*//;lT”( Js, fix,) - TM (<Jo, A(X)) + 1’ Is 0 , o //o,~(R”‘(J,;GX,)(//,.TSd(X).s)). 
Note that SX, = //a,+ S/l(X),. A similar formula for the derivative of the anti- 
development of a semimartingale with respect to a parameter appears in T. Lyons and 
Z-M. Qian [21], Theorem 1; see also [17], Theorem 2.1, for a related result. 
Proof. - We start by proving that the parallel transport //L,. on TM (with respect to 0’) 
along J of a vector UI E TJO TM with ?I = K* (10) satisfies 
(4.16) 
(//;,,) w = (//;,,) w - 215, (‘l’“‘(.ltl //o,t u) - //o.tT”(Jd) 
- WJt (No,, (l //,a (WJ.% bX, wq)) . 
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Let wt denote the right hand side of (4.16) W: = //i,, w and 7Lt = //O,t U. To prove (4. IO), 
we may assume that J is a smooth path. First, by exploiting (4.8) we have 
and in the same way 
VA (VJ, (N,,aT”(Jo, ~1,) = 0, 
hence 
vf, t& = v;(//;t Whor) - 0; v.Jt (T”iJt,d +No,t /t//~:(R.‘(J~.X,)~l)d~). . 0 
Again by (4.9), and the fact that VDut = 0, we find 
of, wt = VJ, (R~~(J&)u~-%//~,~ ~t//~:(R”(J.~,~,)~s)ds) 
= VJ~ Rh'( Jt, %)u, - ,,,,,$ j’ ,,,; (Rhf(Js, Jirs) ~lr)db) = 0 
0 
which establishes formula (4.16) for the parallel transport. From here we find a formula 
for the inverse parallel transport (using the expression of (//,“,,)-’ on vertical vectors): 
(//;,J~(w’) = (//&-‘(w’) + v~.(ii,:T~~(.~t,,*w’) - T”(Jo, //&w’)) 
+ ‘UJo R” (Js, 6x3) (No,s //,:~.w’,)) . 
Now, to calculate A’(J) - Ah(J), we work with Stratonovich equations. By means of 
SA’(J) = (//;,.I-‘@J) 
and 
we get 
Sdh(J) = (//oh,.)-%W, 
S(d'(J)- Ah(J)) = ((//;,.)-' - (//:.)-1)(6J) 
= vJo 
( 
//,fT”(J,QJ)) - T”(Jo, //&$J)) 
+ .6’ ,/i:R.%, ax,)(//o,.ilo:~*(nr.))) 
= w&/;,;T”( J,SX) - T"( Jo, Sd(X)) + ~'//o'R"(r..sXs)//o,~~d(x).). 
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Integration with respect to time gives 
A’(J) = Ah(J) + WJ~ --“(JoA(X 
+ UJ,, 
which is using (4.11) seen to be the claimed formula. 0 
COROLLARY 4.6. - Let M be a manifold endowed with a connection V. Let J be a 
continuous semimartingale with values in TM. Then J is a V’-martingale on TM if and 
only if 
(i) X = r o J is a V-martingale on M and 
(ii)d(//o.:J)+~//;:(VT”(dX,J,dX)+T”(UJ,dX)+RM(J,dX)dX) gO.Here 
DJ = /lo,.d (//,i J) denotes again the covariant differential of J. 
Proof. - The claim could be derived from Lemma 4.1. We conclude directly with 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a V-martingale (equivalently, A(X) a local martingale). Since 
obviously TM (Jo, A(X)) is then a local martingale, it remains to show that 
’ //,:T”( J> 6x1 + 
s 
//;,;(R”(Jr, ~WU/o,,~.W).)) 
E + ,,;,:VT”(:X, J, dX) + + //,;T”(DJ, dX) + $ //,$“(J, dX)dX. 
Indeed, first note that 
//,;T”( J, SX) g ; //,;VT”(dX, J, dX) + f //i;T”(DJ, dX). 
On the other hand, denoting 
A := A(X) = 
s 
’ /@XT and C := 
0 
, 
we have 
.I o’//~,~(R”(J~;6X,.)(//o,~~A(X).)) = CSA = CdA+ +d[C,A], 
where the bracket [C, A] E C,,i[C;~, AA] ei (in terms of a basis (e;) of T-Y, M) is given by 
[C, A] = 1’ //,;R”( J, dX)dX. 
0 
Thus, the claim is a consequence of Theorem 4.5. cl 
There are characterizations of geodesics in TM analogous to the characterizations of 
martingales given in Corollary 4.4 and 4.6: 
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Remark 4.7 [31]. - Let J be a curve in TM and y = 7r o .I its projection to M. 
(1) The curve J is a Vh-geodesic in TM if and only if y is a V-geodesic on M and 
J has vanishing second covariant derivative along y, i.e.. 
Vo+ = 0 and V2.J s 0. 
(2) The curve J is a V’-geodesic in TM if and only if 
Vo+=O and VzJ+V,(T”‘(.J,ji)) +R.““(J,+)+-0. 
In other words, V/-geodesics in TM are just Jacobi fields along geodesics on M. Note 
that VD(TM(J,+)) = (VDT”‘)(J,j/) + Tz’(VD.J.ji) since Vo+ = 0. 
Let V be a linear connection on M and V its symmetrization. By definition, 
V = $(V + V) where 6 is the adjoint connection (4.5), i.e. 
(4.17) VAB = ;(V&? + V&?) E q4L3 - ;T”‘(A> B), A. B E r(TM). 
In terms of V, Corollary 4.6 may be formulated as follows. 
COROLLARY 4.8. - Let M be a manifold endowed with a connection 8. Let J be a 
continuous semimartingale with values in TM. Then ,I is a VI-martingale on TM if and 
only if 
(i) X = x o J is a V-martingale on M and 
(ii) d(//i,:J) + i //,iiZ”(.J.dX) dX 5’ 0 
where /lo,. : TX, M -+ Tyt M denotes parallel transport on M along X with respect to the 
symmetrized connection V, and R. the curvature tensor to V. 
Proof. - Indeed, since the torsion of the complete lift V’ on TM is just the complete lift 
of the torsion of V on M (see 1311 p. 41), we see that symmetrization and complete lift 
commute: (0)’ = 0’. On the other hand, symmetrization of a connection does not change 
the class of martingales, hence the V/-martingales in TM are exactly the (V)‘-martingales 
in TM. By these observations the claim is reduced to Corollary 4.6. 0 
A special type of V/-martingales in TM are those arising as infinitesimal variations of 
V-martingales on M, i.e. which are of the form 
(4.18) Jf = (T,Xt)7,, ‘o E T,I, 
where 1 3 a H X(a) is a C1 family of V-martingales on M. Let n H U,(a) be a horizontal 
lift of X,(u) to the frame bundle L(M) over M such that (I H Us(a) is Cl, then 
(4.19) 
with 19 the canonical l-form of the connection defined by (2.12). In this case, it is possible 
to recover condition (ii) of Corollary 4.6 from the structural equations of the connection. 
Following the ideas of P. Malliavin [22], [23], a TM-valued V’-martingale J of the 
form (4.18) will be called a stochastic Jacobi held on M along X = 7r o J. As shown 
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in [2] each TM-valued V/-martingale J is a stochastic Jacobi field in the following sense: 
Let J be defined up to lifetime <. Then there is a Cl-family (X(a))aEn of V-martingales 
on A4 such that, if [(a) is the lifetime of X(a), then [(a) --+ C in probability as a -+ 0, 
and J = &(,,aX(u) holds. On a complete Riemannian manifold M one can choose 
(‘W)lG. such that, in addition, each X(a) is defined on [0, <[. 
Example 4.9 (Gradient Brownian motions). - For a Riemannian manifold (kf, g) let 
Jt = (T,X,)v where ‘u E T,M and X(a) is BM(M,g) such that Xc(a) = a. Then 
(see PI> 
(4.20) d (//ii Jt) ” - f //i:Ric”( Jt,. ) dt. 
For ‘1~ E T,M, by definition, Ric#(u, *) E T,M is given through (Ric#(u, *), w) = 
R.ic(u, w) for all w E T,M. 
ExampEe 4.10 (Stratonovich SDE). - Let M be an m-dimensional smooth manifold 
endowed with a torsion-free connection V. Given T E N, let A E I’@’ @ TM) and 
A0 E I’(TM). Consider the Stratonovich SDE on M 
(4.21) 6X = A(X) 6B + A,,(X) dt 
where B is an W-valued Brownian motion on some filtered probability space satisfying 
the usual completeness conditions. Solutions X to (4.21) are V-martingales on M if 
where Ai E A( *)ei E I’(TM) for i = 1,. . . ,T. For some ‘u E T,M let Jt = (T,X,)v. 
Then [3] we have: 
(4.22) 
d(//,i J> = //,~VJ (AI+ i f: VA%&) dt 
i=l 
- i ~//,:R~(.I.Ai(X))Ai(X)dt + k//L:(VJAi) dBi. 
z=l i=l 
Equation (4.22) for the covariant differential D J = /lo,,d //,i J of J is a special case 
of more general results in [2], dealing with variations of solutions of arbitrary It6 SDE’s, 
see [2] Corollary 3.17. 
Example 4.11 (Stochastic Jacobi fields on a Lie group). - Let G be a Lie group, g = T,G 
its Lie algebra, V the canonical left invariant connection such that VAB = 0 if B E g 
(we identify g and the left invariant vector fields on G in the usual way). The torsion is 
given by T(A,, B,) = -[A, Big for A, B E g, the curvature tensor by R E 0. Let M 
be a semimartingale with values in T,G = g such that MO = 0, and E(M) its stochastic 
exponential, i.e. the solution X of 
SX=X6M, XO=e 
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(writing X 6M for (Ls), (SM)). Then, to a family X(a) of semimartingales with values 
in G, there exist T,G-valued semimartingales M(u) such that X(n) = Xo(a) c’(M(n)), 
and we have Z(a) E A(X(a)) = X()(a) M(a). But, see e.g. [l], 
WQd) = q (W4 - M(O)) + wq 
=& ( I’ Ad wf(O)) qw4 - w4)) E(M(O)) 
. 0 
which shows 
(4.23) X(a) = X0(u) I (J’ Aqw)) ww - w+w)). 
0 
Let J = &1,=,X. Differentiating (4.23) at a = 0 gives 
(4.24) J = X0 
(i 
l Ad 1(M) 6M’ I(M) + Jo f(M) 
. 0 > 
(we omit the parameter a when equal to 0). Taking into account that 
//,f J = X0 X-l J = X0 E(M)-lX,l J, 
we get from (4.24) the equation 
AdE(M)(X,‘//,$J) = I’AdC(M)6M’+X;‘Js. 
0 
hence 
AdE(M)(X,lS(//,;J)) + 6(AdE(M))(X;‘//;:J) = AdE(M) 6M’, 
or since TAdg = Adg o ad with ad(A)B = [A, B] for A, B E g, 
AdE(M)(X,‘G(//,:J) + [iiM,X,‘//,:J]) = AdE(M) 6M’. 
This shows 
(4.25) S(//,:J) - T(62, //,; J) = Xo SM’. 
But XoM’ is the vertical part of Z’, thus 
v-l ((Z’)vert) = //,; J - Jo + 
s 
0s //,%J, 6X> 
and with s E SG (as defined by (2.7)) we obtain: 
21-l ((~(2’))“~~~) = //,; J - Jo + 
s 
(Ia //$T( J, 6X> - T( Jo, 21, 
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in accordance with Theorem 4.5. Note that: 
+((A(X)‘)‘-) - u-~((A’(J))““~) = T(&;A(X)). 
THEOREM 4.12. - Let M be a manifold endowed with a connection V. On TM consider 
the complete lijt V’ of V. Let J be a continuous semimartingale with values in TM. Then .J 
is a U’-martingale on TM if and only if 
(i) X = r o J is a U-martingale on M, and 
(ii) O$J z (@$J,),,, is a local martingale - 
where the linear transports E&: i7;-, M -+ ?jlt M are dejined by the following (q)-covariant 
equation along X 
(4.26) 
d(/@&,,.) = -$ fl;,$!(@o,., dX)dX, 
Oo,o = id, 
with l/o,. : TY, M + TY, M denoting parallel transport on M along X with respect to the 
symmetrized connection 7 and R the curvature tensor to 0. 
Moreover, if Q is the Levi-Civita connection on a Riemannian manifold M, then 
Go,+ : ?j;, M -+ TX, M on M along X is norm-increasing if all sectional curvatures along X 
are nonpositive, and norm-decreasing if nonnegative. 
The deformed (damped) parallel transport 00,. : ?;-, M --+ TY, M on M along X has 
been studied by several authors; in the physical literature it is sometimes called Dohm- 
Guerra parallel translation [6]. P.A. Meyer deals with it in terms of local coordinates under 
the name “transport geodesique”, see [24], formula (27); he also notes the monotonicity 
of the norm (in the Riemannian case) depending on the sign of the curvature ([24], 
Proposition 4). Note that (4.26) reduces to the so-called Ricci flow [8] if X is a Brownian 
motion on a Riemannian manifold. 
Proof (of Theorem 4.12). - Without loss of generality, we may assume that V is 
torsion-free, following the same argumentation as in the proof of Corollary 4.8. It suffices 
to show that d(O,$J) g 0 if and only if 
(4.27) 
Let 80,~ := //i,i@o,t : ?;-, M + Q,M. Then 
(4.28) 
doe,. = -$ //;,:R”(//o,.~~,., dX)dX> 
do,0 = 14 
and 
(4.29) 
d&i-,’ = ; 0,: //o,:R’“‘(llo,. -1 dX)dX, 
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Indeed, from $6,’ o 00.~ = id we get dH,: Bo,t + 19;: dHo,+ = 0 and hence 
de,; = -0,; dHo,t H,,1 
Thus, 
= ; 00,: //,;R”(J, dX)dX + 00,: d(//,; J), 
which shows that d(O;i J) 2 0 if and only if (4.27) holds. 
Now assume that V is the Levi-Civita connection on a Riemannian manifold AJ, let 
w E T&M. Since Oo,t = No t oo,+ it remains to show that ((6’o,t w/j > jJBO,O wJJ if R” _< 0, 
and W0,t4l 5 Ilo o,. w/I if kM > 0. But, by means of (4.28), we have, 
(4.30) 
id 11~o,.wll” = (00,.-w dOo,.w) 
= -4 (//O,.~~,.w, R”(No,.@o,.w, dX)dX), 
which gives the claim. 0 
For a Levi-Civita connection V, the above argument actually shows that the maps 
0 s,t := @o,t 0 0,; :TxaM--tTx,M, s<t, 
are norm-increasing if R” 5 0, and norm-decreasing if R” > 0. 
Remark 4.13. - Let M be a manifold endowed with a torsion-free connection V. In 
terms of the deformed parallel transport (4.26), resp. (4.28), we can rewrite the formula in 
Theorem 4.5 for the anti-development of J with respect to V’ as 
d’(J) = h; (d(X)) + u.10 
(S 
’ 00,s d(@,!J)s 
(4.31) 0 . * 
+ 
s (.i 0 
o //;:R”(Jm 6X) //o,r WX)s > > 
where the last integral is now an ItB integral, and hence a local martingale if X is a 
V-martingale. 
5. Families of martingales and the harmonic map heat flow 
Let M, N be Riemannian manifolds, each endowed with the Levi-Civita connection, 
and uo E C”(M, N). We are interested in the deformation of u. under the heat flow 
(5.1) -$u = ;+,, Ult,O = 210. 
Recall that I = trVdf E I’(f*TN) denotes the tension field along a smooth map 
f : M --f N. Let X(a) be a BM(M,g), started at a E M at time t = 0. Hence, the anti- 
development d(X(a)) of X( a IS a (flat) Brownian motion B in T,M. Occasionally ) . 
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we will assume (M, g) to be BM-complete, i.e., that Brownian motions on (A!f, g) 
have infinite lifetime, but in general M is not required to be (metrically) complete. If 
u : [0, t] x M + N is a smooth solution of (5.1), then 
(5.2) rl-,(a) = u(t - T-,X,(U)), 0 5 T 2 t, a E M, 
defines a differentiable family of VN-martingales on N, see [28], and consequently 
(5.3) T&I = T&)u(t - T, *)TaXTv, 0 5 T < t: w E T,N, 
a family of martingales in TN with respect to the complete lift of VN to TN. For not 
necessarily BM-complete M, the martingales (5.2) and (5.3) are only defined up to t A c(u) 
where [(a) is the lifetime of X(a). 
Remark 5.1. - Let u : [0, t] x M -+ N be a smooth solution to (5.1). Fixing 
u E T,M and writing u, = U(T, .), we get the stochastic Jacobi fields JV = (TX,)w 
and jT = Tu,-,J, z Tu,-,(TX,) 21 on M, resp. N. By Corollary 4.6, we have 
(5.4) 
Note that equation (4.20) is a special case of (5.4) for M = N and uo = id. 
THEOREM 5.2. - Let M, N be Riemannian manifolds endowed with the Levi-Civita 
connection where M is assumed to be BM-complete. Let u : [0, t] x M -+ N be a smooth 
solution to the heat equation (5.1). For v E T,M, consider the stochastic Jacobijeld 
j = Tut+. TX,v 
along the N-valued martingale x = u(t- . , X.(a)) and let 00,. be the linear transport 
along 2 determined by 
(5.5) 
i 
d(/‘/‘&)-l@o,. = -$ (//;.I-‘RN(@o,.: dJf’)d% 
Oo,o = id, 
where /I& is the parallel transport on N along 2. Suppose that the local martingale 
0,:3 in T,c,,~,N is already a martingale; then 
(Tu&J = j. = E [@,;&I, 0 < T 5 t. 
In other words, 
(5.6) 
(Tut)a~ = E [do,: (//~T)-lfi,(,)~t-, Tax, ~1 
= E [&,,’ (//~t)-lG:(a+o Tax, v] , 0 < -I- 5 6 
where the linear maps 80,~ : T,(,,,jN --) T,c,,~) N are determined by the pathwise equation 
(5.7) 9 
0,r = -$ (//~~)-‘trRN(//~reo,rr~,(,)ut-r(.))~,(,)ut-,(.), 
Oo,o = id. 
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In addition. we have 
(5.8) Il@,,llI L 1, [ ll~~,‘.ll 2 113 0 < r- I t, 
if N has nonpositive [nonnegative] sectional curvature. 
Note that, equivalently to (5.7), H,$ is determined by 
In Theorem 5.2 the assumption of @$J actually being a martingale in T,(,,,)N is 
obviously satisfied, if M, N are compact manifolds. In case M is compact, for instance, it 
is well-known that we can choose the family of Brownian motions X(a) in such a way that 
supolrSt [ITaX,/] E LP for any 1 < 2, < 00. Furthermore, by means of (5.8), equation (5.6) 
allows to give a priori estimates for ut in terms of ‘ZL~ if the target N is negatively curved. 
This provides a stochastic explanation of the famous result of Eelis and Sampson that there 
is no blow-up in the heat flow for harmonic maps in case of nonpositively curved targets. 
Now, we want to extend derivative formulae as developed in [29] to the nonlinear case 
of a curved target N. To this end, we consider the linear transport Wo,. z On,. : T,M --+ 
ry.(,~M along the Brownian motion X,(u) on M, defined by (4.26). For u E T,M, 
the TM-valued process WO,.( w) above X(n) satisfies the following covariant equation 
along X(a): 
(5.10) 
By definition, gWc,r ‘u ( ) = //o,r $ //i: WQ.(V). Further, denote by 
Z(u) = A”(+-.X.(a)) 
the anti-development of X.(a) = u (t- . : X.(a)), taking values in T,c,,~) N. Note that 
(5.11) dZ(a) = (//;s)-’ T’LL(~ - Q, .)//o”f, dB,. 
Furthermore, for a E M, let 
(5.12) Fv(u) := q-y”) z cJ{X.Ju) : 0 5 s 5 r} 
be the filtration generated by X, when started at (I. 
THEOREM 5.3. - Let M, N be compact Riemannian manijolds, and assume that 
u. : [O, t] x M --f N is a smooth solution of the nonlinear heat equation (5.1). Let II E T,M. 
Then the following formula holds: 
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for any bounded 3.(a)-adapted process h with sample paths in the Cameron-Martin space 
H([O, t],TnM) such that ($ jlh,112 ds) ‘j2 E Life for some E > 0, and the property that 
ho = v, ht = 0. 
Proof. - We may assume that the Brownian motions X( . ) on M (for varying starting 
points) are all constructed as solutions of a fixed Stratonovich SDE of the type 
(5.13) 6X = A(X) SB $ A,,(X) dt 
with A0 E l?(TM), A E l?(kP I% TM), and 8 an UP-valued Brownian motion, m E N, 
defined on some filtered probability space (Q, (3t)tEw+, P) satisfying the usual conditions, 
such that the Levi-Civita connection VA’ on M equals the Le Jan-Watanabe connection 
induced from (5.13), see [IO]. Then, in particular, 
B E d*" (X(a)) = /‘(//,‘~~)~‘A(X,~(a)) dB,s. 
-0 
or A(X,(a))dfi, = //tSdB,. Using the fact [II], [IO] that 
(5.14) WO.~(V) := !?r(“) [(TrnXT) v] 3 //;:, EFr((“) [(//;p(T,x,) v] 
solves (5.10), it is sufficient to verify the formula 
Since h is 3.(a)-adapted, the formula in Theorem 5.3 follows then upon conditioning 
with respect to 3.(a). 
Now, for 2 E M, let A(z)* : T,M + W”” be the adjoint to A(z) : R’” + T,M, thus 
A(z = idT,hf. As in [29], let H; : M -+ M, parameterized by 0 5 r 2 t, be 
defined as the pathwise solution to 
(5.16) 
&H,“(a) = A(H,“(a))A(a)*h,., 
H,O(a) = a. 
Set X:(a) = X,(H,‘(a)). Then, in particular X:(a) = X,(a), and the perturbed process 
X” satisfies 
6X’ = A(X’) 68 + Ao(X”) dr + (TX,.) dH,’ 
with dH,’ = (;HF) dr = &dr. In other words, 
6X’(z) = A(X’(a)) [Ss + A(X’(a))*(THF(a)Xr) dH$(a)] + Ao(X”(a)) dr. 
This is an SQE of the same type as (5.13) but with the perturbed driving process 
dI?“(z) = dB + A(X”(a))*(T H:(~)X~) dH,‘(a). Again, as in [29], we compensate 
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this perturbation by changing the measure by means of the Girsanov exponential 
Gfi = exp(M,’ - i[M”]r) where 
M; = - 
I 
“(A(x:)*(T& lq:dB,J. s 
. 0 
Let X;(a) = u(t - r,X:(a)) and ZE(n) = AN (~(t-+ !Xt(aj). Then Z’(a) . (Y(n) is 
a local martingale in Tu(t,Hi(,))N. Consequently, 
is also a local martingale, and so is QT = SM ($ Is,OZ~(u). G:(u)) with SM being defined 
in diagram (2.7). By Theorem 3.1 (ii), we obtain: 
For u fixed, let X = X(a) and j = $-/F=OXE(~), thus .jr = Tu,+T,X, h,. According 
to Theorem 4.5, we have 
where 
But we have: 
Now, take the vertical part Qvert of the local martingale Q which is easily seen to be 
already a martingale under our assumptions. The claimed formula follows by evaluating 
IE (QFt) = E (Qy”‘“), 
using the fact that & = (T,u~)w and j, = 0, as a consequence of our assumptions on the 
process h. 0 
Formula (5.15) has been derived by Elworthy [9] in the special case h, = (1 - s/tjw. 
Note that in the proof of Theorem 5.3 compactness of the manifolds was only needed to 
assure that the local martingale Q vert is actually a martingale. As in [29], this can also 
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be achieved by putting appropriate conditions on the process h. For instance, we may 
formulate the following modified version to Theorem 5.3. 
THEOREM 5.4. - Let M, N be Riemannian manifolds. Let u : [0, t] x M + N be a 
smooth solution of (5.1), u E T,M. Then 
(T&w = - E [AN (+ * > X.(a)&+ 
+f’ 
for any bounded 3. (a)-adapted process h with sample paths in the Cameron-Martin space 
H([O, t], T,M) such that ( Ji(a)nt ll&112 ds)l/’ E Life for some E > 0, and the property 
that ho = v, h, = 0 for all s 1 T(a) A t; here T(a) is the jrst exit time of X(a) from some 
relatively compact neighbourhood D of a. 
Note that, in contrast to formula (5.6) in Theorem 5.2, the differential TuO of the initial 
map ug does not appear in the formulae of Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.4. In terms of 
W,,.(V), a version of Theorem 5.2 may be formulated as follows: 
THEOREM 5.5. - Let M, N be Riemannian manifolds, where RicM is bounded below by 
some constant and the sectional curvatures RN are bounded above by some constant; in 
addition M is supposed to be BM-complete. Let u : [0, t] x M -+ N be a smooth solution 
to the heat equation such that \~Tu\\ is bounded on [0, t] x M; then 
(5.18) (Tautb = E[@,; (Tqapo) Wo,t(v)], u E T,M, 
where WO,. : T,M -+ TX, M is determined by the following covariant equation along the 
Brownian motion X = X(a): 
d [(//&)-‘wo,.] = -i (//~.)-‘R”(Mfo,., dX)dX, WO,O = id, 
or equivalently 
(5.19) g WO,, = -~Ric”(Wo,~, *)#, Wo,o = id, 
and 00,. : G(t,,)N -+ Tq, N by the covariant equation along x = ~(t- * ,X.(a)): 
(5.20) d [(//&)-‘@o,.] = -i (//~.)-‘R”(oo,.,d~)dX, 00,0 = id. 
Proof. - We know that 
is a local martingale. Again, we may assume that the Brownian motions X( .) on M 
are constructed as solutions of an SDE of the type (5.13). Filtering out extraneous noise, 
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by conditioning with respect to %((I) as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, shows that with 
(5.21) also 
is a local martingale, where W a,. satisfies (5.19). It remains to show that (5.22) is 
already a martingale under the given assumptions. First, since Ric”’ is bounded below, 
say Ric”’ 2 a, we conclude from (5.19) 
(5.23) Il~“.T(~)Il I ((7Jll PT”2. 
On the other hand, writing OO,~ = //t:+ 80.t, we get for ‘UI E T,,(,,O$V from (4.30) 
By assumption, there is an upper bound for R.N, say R” 5 0 for some p > 0, and a bound 
on the operator norm of Tu, say //TzL// _< c, which together yields (with rn = dim M) 
which gives the claim. q 
Note that (5.23) and (5.24) show that, in particular, if Ric”’ >_ cy > 0 and R” 5 0, 
then 9~~ -+ u,, where ‘uu, is a constant mapping; indeed, by means of (5.18), we have 
IlT~wll 5 ~[llT~,(,)w~ll esn’/“]. 
In contrast to (5.18), the right hand side in formula of Theorem 5.4 expresses the 
differential Tut as a sum of two terms. This can be avoided by working with the “deformed 
parallel transport” 00,. : Tq, N + Tq, N along X instead of the ordinary parallel transport. 
Given a solution u : [0, t] x LW -+ N to the nonlinear heat equation (5.1) and u E A&, we 
continue using the notations XT = IL~-~. (X,.(a)) and j7. = (ry,,(n)r~t--r) (T,X,.) h, where 
/L is some bounded F.(a)-adapted process taking sample paths in the Cameron-Martin 
space U-I([O, t], TJJ). Note that the proof of Theorem 5.3 relies on the fact that in the 
given situation 
is a local martingale. Using this, we see that also 
(5.25) 
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is a local martingale. Taking into account that 
(5.26) 
we finally get the local martingale property of 
(5.27) 
THEOREM 5.6. - Let M, N be Riemannian manifolds. Let u : [0, t] x M -+ N be a 
smooth solution of (5.1), v E T,M. Then 
is a local 3. (a) -martingale for any 3. (a)-adapted process H of locally bounded variation, 
taking values in T,M. In particular, 
(5.29) s . 00,: (Tx.ut- .> Wo,. h. - 00,; (Ts, ut--s) Wo,, h, ds 0 
is a local 3.(a)-martingale for any 3.(a)-adapted process h with sample paths in the 
Cameron-Martin space H( [0, t], T, M). 
Proof. - Of course, the second part can be reduced to (5.27). But we may also argue 
more elementary. Indeed, by Ita’s formula 
hence (5.29) coincides with 
which is a local martingale by Theorem 4.12. 0 
COROLLARY 5.7. - Let M, N be Riemannian manifolds. Let u : [0, t] x M -+ N be a 
smooth solution of (5.1), v E T,M. Then 
(5.30) (T&v = -E [lT’+ @;,: (Ts,(ap--s) wo,, A, ds 
0 1 
for any bounded 3 ( )- d . a a apted process h with sample paths in the Cameron-Martin space 
H([O,t],T,M) such that (JOT(“)*’ l(h,J1*ds) II2 E Llfs for some E > 0, and the property 
that ho = v, h, = 0 for all s >_ ~(a) A t; here T(U) is again the jirst exit time of X(a) 
from some relatively compact neighbourhood D of a. 
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Consider the general situation of a manifold A4 with a linear connection 0, and a 
continuous semimartingale X taking values in A4 with anti-development 
(5.31) 
Replacing formally the parallel transport No . along X in (5.31) by the deformed parallel 
transport @a,. along X, as defined by equation (4.26), leads to the notion of a “deformed 
anti-development” 
(5.32) &ef(X) = J ’ O;,; SX, E l O;,; dvX,. 0 / .0 
Remark 5.8. - Returning to the situation of Theorem 5.6 and Corollary 5.7, in terms of 
the “deformed anti-development” to X = u(t- . , X.(a)), i.e., 
formula (5.30) may be rewritten as 
T(a)At 
(5.33) (T&v = -E 
[ 
A$&@--. Jw))),(,,,, J (wo,.Y ia > //E dBd 0 1 
giving an expression completely analogous to the linear case RN E 0, with the only 
difference that anti-developments are taken with respect to the deformed parallel transport. 
Note that the right-hand side of (5.33) does not involve derivatives of 21; deformed 
anti-developments are well-defined for any continuous semimartingale on N. 
6. Gradient estimates for harmonic maps of bounded dilatation 
Explicit differentiation formulae, as given in Theorem 5.4, Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.7 
seem to be appropriate tools in deriving a priori estimates for the harmonic heat flow or 
gradient estimates for harmonic maps. 
By a well-known theorem [ 151, originally proved in purely geometric terms, a harmonic 
map of bounded dilatation, from a complete Riemannian manifold M with Ric” > 0 to 
a Riemannian manifold N with RN 5 -0 < 0, is necessarily constant. Brownian motion 
techniques were employed by several authors (e.g. [16], [18], [27]) to obtain results in this 
direction; the usual strategy to prove the nonexistence of particular maps is by showing 
that they link random processes of incompatible behaviour. 
In this section, we demonstrate how the differentiation formulae of section 5, e.g. 
formula (5.30), can be directly used to achieve local and global gradient estimates, for 
instance, for harmonic maps of bounded dilatation. Under appropriate curvature assumption 
these estimates specialize to Liouville type theorems for harmonic maps of bounded 
dilatation. 
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Let M, N be Riemannian manifolds of dimensions m and n, respectively. Let 
f : h/l -+ N be a C2 map, and denote by 
the eigenvalues of Tp f * o Tpf : T,M -+ T,M. If there is a positive number K such that 
XI(P) <_ K2X2(d f or every p E M, the f is said to be of K-bounded dilatation, e.g. [15]. 
Following Shen [26], the map f : M -+ N is said to be of generalized K-bounded 
dilatation if Xr 2 K2(Xz + . . . A,) everywhere on M. 
Now let u : [0, t] x M -+ N be a smooth solution of the nonlinear heat equation. Assume 
that RN 5 -p for some ,lJ 2 0. Then, using the notions of the last section, we have: 
where (ei)l<i+ -- denotes an orthonormal basis for TxFc(,) M. Choosing (ei) such that 
(Tut+.)* (Tu~-~) ei = Xi e; 
with X1 2 . . . > X, 1 0, and using 
m 
C(N &@o,~w, ET(opt--r(ei))2 = Il(T~,(~)ut-~)* //~r8~,r~l(2 I X1 I(Bo,rw([2, 
i=l 
we get 
~ll~o,7-412 2 P IP o,rwl12{ (2 Xi) - AI} = P lI~o.dl12(~ xi>. 
i=l i=2 
Now, specializing to the case of a harmonic mapping f = uo : M ---) N, hence U, = uo, 
and assuming that ua has generalized K-bounded dilatation, we see that 
Thus, we obtain 
and therefore 
II~o,~wII~ 2 llwl12 exp{ P/K2 IT XI (XsCa>) ds} 
0 
(6.1) IlG,h~ll I lb4 exp{ -Pl(2K2) sr h (-W)) ds} 
0 
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THEOREM 6.1. - Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension ~1 with nonempty 
smooth boundary dM and R.ic” > k for some constant k E R, and let N be an arbitrury 
Riemannian manifold with R” < -[j ,for some constant [j > 0. Let ‘IL : M --f N be a 
harmonic map of generalized K-bounded dilatation, a E I$ := M 1 i3M. Then, for any 
cp E C2(M) with cp[dM = 0 and cp > 0 on &, we have the estimate 
(f-5.2) 
where c(v) = su~;~{~~a + 3 IlV(p[I’ - ~AD~cp} and ok = -(k A 0). In particular, 
(6.3) llTa~)(2 5 $c(dist(a, aM>), 
where 
C(r) = $2 + 3) F2 + 4 JicqzT)r-l + a. 
If M is a regular geodesic ball B(ao, R) f o ra d ius R about an, contained in a complete 
Riemannian manifold, then 
(6.4) ))T,u))* 2 $jf [sin ( sdist,!$i’M))] 
-1 
C(R). 
Proof. - We work with Corollary 5.7 and the formula 
where ~(a) now denotes the exit time of X(a) from &. Thus 
Since X,(p) = ~~Ty~~~2, we get from (6.1) for the first term 
where the last inequality comes from the fact that 
The second term A2 can be estimated using the methods of [30]. We confine ourselves to 
a brief sketch of the main idea. Consider the strictly increasing process 
T(r) = r ~-2(X&)) ds, 1‘ 5 7-(a), 
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and define 
o(r) = inf{s 2 0 : T(s) >_ T-}; 
then T(a(r)) = T since T(U) < 03, and ~(T(T)) = T for T 2 T(U). The time-changed 
Browman motion XI = X,(.1 has generator L’ = l/2 cp2A,,f and lifetime T(T(u)) which 
is infinite by Proposition 2.3 [30]. Now, for some fixed to > 0, let 
W) hs=w(l-;p(~” cp-“(X-b)) l{F<o(to)) dr > 
where p E C’([O,to],W) such that p(O) = 0 and p(to) = to. Then ho = w and h, = 0 
for s 5 I; in particular h, = 0 for s 2 ~(a). It is elementary to check that 
J(;@‘) llh,J2 ds E L1. B y means of estimate (5.23) and taking h as given by (6.5) 
with a proper choice for to and p, it is possible to verify A2 5 ‘pb2 c(v), see [30] for 
details. This establishes (6.2). Finally, the estimates (6.3) and (6.4) are obtained with a 
specific choice for the function (p; basically one works with 
(6.6) cp( . ) = cos 
rdist(a, .) 
2 dist(a, aM) > 
with the minor technical difficulty that (6.6) is not C2 on the cut locus of a, see [30]. 0 
COROLLARY 6.2 [26]. - Let (M, g), (N, h) b e R iemannian manifolds where M is complete 
with its Ricci curvature bounded below by a nonpositive constant, and the sectional 
curvatures of N bounded above by a negative constant, say 
(6.7) RicM 2 -a, RN < -/3, Q 2 0, /3 > 0. 
Let u : M -+ N be a harmonic map of generalized K-bounded dilatation; then 
(6.8) 
Ck!K2 
u*h< - 
P g. 
In particular, if RicM 1 0, R” 5 -@, then harmonic maps u : M -+ N of generalized 
K-bounded dilatation are constant. 
Proof. - Inequality (6.8) follows from (6.3) or (6.4) by exhausting the manifold through 
a sequence of regular domains (relatively compact open subsets with nonempty smooth 
boundary). 0 
Note that (6.8) in particular says that 
distN (u(z), u(y)) < F dist”‘(z, y) for all z, y E M. 
Thus ‘u. is distance-decreasing if aK2 5 /3. 
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